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Definition of integrity
1 : firm adherence to a code of especially moral or 
artistic values : incorruptibility

2 : an unimpaired condition : soundness

3 : the quality or state of being complete or 
undivided : completeness

The building’s integrity was damaged by the earthquake

The integrity of the sacred homeland

An incorruptible officer

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/adherence
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/incorruptibility
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/soundness
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/completeness


Definition of integrity
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artistic values : incorruptibility

An incorruptible officer

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/adherence
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/incorruptibility




… a form of corporate penetration which is based on a 

strategic use of the image and legitimacy of science

From the abstract: 

…cases where lobbyists present themselves as upholders 

of the values of the evidence-based policy, and interested 

in the methodological and ethical aspect of science for 

policy



From the abstract: 

Epistemic ladder: lobbyists move from 

questioning the evidence to 

questioning its legitimacy, all the way to 

creating a worldview where not only the evidence, but the very 

idea of regulation, become irrelevant or undesirable



Well-meaning educators, scientific 
bloggers or micro-influencers, 
science associations are hijacked 
by corporate lobbyists to defend 
industrial positions on issues such 
as herbicides, genetically modified 
crops, nuclear energy, climate
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Science as a self-service shop for financially 
well-endowed customers in need of arguments 
(Beck 1992)

Ulrich Beck
(1944 –2015)1992 (1986)



From Ulrich Beck to 
Giandomenico Majone: the 
technique is never neutral

Ulrich Beck
(1944 –2015)

1992 (1986)1989



Jeffrey Epstein 
& paedophilia Sackler family 

& opioids

Koch brothers 
& climate



Definition of integrity
1 : firm adherence to a code of especially moral or 
artistic values : incorruptibility

An incorruptible officer

 Not incorruptible

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/adherence
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/incorruptibility


Definition of integrity

2 : an unimpaired condition : soundness

The building’s integrity was damaged by the earthquake

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/soundness


Silvio Funtowicz



Failed replications, entire subfields going bad, 
fraudulent peer reviews, predatory publishers,  
perverse metrics, statistics on trial …

Credit: David Parkins, Nature, https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03759-y



C. Shen and B.-C. Björk, “‘Predatory’ 
open access: a longitudinal study of 
article volumes and market 
characteristics,” BMC Med., vol. 13, 
no. 1, p. 230, Dec. 2015.

Total articles 
volume per class 
of journal clusters



Statistical wars on significance

Statistics in the 
wake of the 

reproducibility 
crisis



The pandemic gives models more 
power, visibility and controversy 
while highlighting deep rooted 
malpractices 





COVID-19 policies dictated by 
‘science’ with several digits 
precision in the presence of 
fundamental uncertainties

Undocumented research code used 
as a policy tool (chameleon models) 

Pfleiderer, P. Chameleons: The Misuse of Theoretical Models in Finance and 
Economics. Economica 87, 81–107 (2020).



Definition of integrity

2 : an unimpaired condition : soundness

The building’s integrity was damaged by the earthquake

 Not undamaged

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/soundness


Definition of integrity

3 : the quality or state of being complete or 
undivided : completeness

The integrity of the sacred homeland

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/completeness


Science wars have never gone away 

“A worrying consequence of 
the present condition of the 
crisis of science is that, in 
some circles, the blame for the 
supposedly loss of faith in 
expert knowledge is put on 
postmodernist thought itself, 
thus confusing the diagnosis 
with the problem” (2016)



So science moves from Sokal to 
Sokal-squared 



“How Can Science Contribute to the Saving of the 
Commons? […No] contributions to maintaining a 
habitable environment will be made by science 
unless there is a significant break in the insularity 
of the two scientific tribes”



Definition of integrity

3 : the quality or state of being complete or 
undivided : completeness

The integrity of the sacred homeland

 Divisions among families 
of science

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/completeness


“I am, like most other critics, armed less with solutions than with 

problems”

Neil Postman (Postman, 1992).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016328719303532#bib0215


Paul-Marie Boulanger





http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/se
minario_saltelli.mp4 (Video of the lesson 
science integrity in Italian)

http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/In
tegrity_Vitrimat3.pdf (Slides of the lesson 
science’s integrity in English)

http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/seminario_saltelli.mp4
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/Integrity_Vitrimat3.pdf


Solutions

@andreasaltelli


